Our Mission is to Promote, to Teach, to Encourage the Love of ALL Types of Appliqué in Quilting

November/December 2019— Volume 23- Number 6
Rita Verroca is an award-winning quilter whose quilts have been exhibited in the USA, Europe and Japan. Her
quilts have been on the cover of magazines and have been featured in calendars and quilt books. She has won
awards in international competitions and shows. Rita is a passionate teacher with great skill and contagious
enthusiasm. In her quilts, she combines old heritage quilt patterns with delightful and playful arrangements.
Her choice of color is artfully chosen and arranged to give the overall design a stimulating balance of a
harmonious picture.
Independence Hall: Birthplace of America!
Birthplace of American Independence and the home of
the Liberty Bell, many historic events took place here
including George Washington’s acceptance of
appointment as General of the Continental Army; the
Continental Congress adopted the Declaration of
Independence July 4th, 1776, and June14, 1777 the
Congress adopted the American Flag.

A Tale of George Washington, Boyhood Remembered
Although, the beloved account of George Washington
and the cherry tree may be a folktale, it does set the tone
for his life’s journey, and the contributions he made in
the founding of the United States of America. A youthful
George gazes pensively out over his childhood home, the
infamous axe in his hand as cherry trees provide a serene
arbor. Does he really chop down a cherry tree? Probably
not, but it is a favorite tale about our most beloved
President.
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Rita Verroca, cont.
The Boston Tea Party- Brewing Tea in Boston
Harbor
On December 16, 1773 several dozen men, their faces
stained with paint, old blankets around their shoulders
were approaching Boston Harbor. About fifty in
number, the “Mohawks” rushed to Griffin’s Wharf,
followed by a huge crowd shouting: “The Mohawks are
come, Boston Harbor a teapot tonight!” The Sons of
Liberty in Boston, Massachusetts disguised as Native
Americans boarded three ships, hauled the tea chests on
deck, broke them open with axes and shoveled the tea
into moonlit Boston Harbor. The next day John Adams
informed his diary that there was a “Dignity, a Majesty,
a Sublimity” in Boston’s Tea Party that stirred his
deepest admiration which led him to conclude that “it
must have....important consequences”. And so another
step was taken towards the struggle for independence
setting events into motion that would win America’s
glorious freedom.

The USS Andrew Doria- First Salute
On November 16, 1776 the Continental Navy ship USS
“Andrew Doria” approached the tiny Dutch Caribbean
island of Sint Eustatius, characterized during that time as
the “Warehouse of the World”, carrying on board a copy
of the Declaration of Independence. As the red-and
white-striped flag of the Continental Congress was
flying high at her mast its captain fired a salute to the
Dutch flag on Fort Oranje, the ritual salute on entering a
foreign port of an American vessel. On the command of
Johannes de Graaff, Fort Oranje in its responding salute
fired eleven guns, thus recognizing its Grand Union Flag
and the United States of America for the first time as a
new nation, the first official recognition by a foreign
government.
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Save the Date - TAS Annual Meeting
TAS Annual Meeting—May 29-30, 2020, O’Fallon, IL
The Threads of Time chapter will be hosting the TAS annual meeting. This two day appliqué event will
feature a program and workshops by Dawn Heese of Linen Closet Designs as well as other opportunities to
learn and have fun with other TAS members. So please save the date and make plans to join us! More
information will be shared in future newsletters
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President’s Message
Anita M. Smith, TAS Founder/President
Oh, do I love stories that are told in and through appliqué. We have some stories to tell you this time about
great opportunities to learn, make new friends and visit other parts of the country.
I have admired the story telling of Rita Verroca. What I love is that Rita Verroca has immersed herself in the
history of the country she has immigrated to - AMERICA. Her appliqué designs are original but yet the
stories are our history. Rita is truly a master appliqué designer. Rita and I have emigrated from the same
country, Germany. We found out that we came from small towns near each other. It is truly a small world and
I truly enjoyed doing the interview with her. It was like interviewing a neighbor.
We also, as a Board, have been discussing what we can share with you the members. Since many of the TAS
board have gone to the appliqué academies and conferences available in the USA, we wanted to share our
experiences, too. We also wanted you to get to know these directors and their journey with appliqué and also
how they started their appliqué learning centers. We want to support their outreaches that promote appliqué
teachers and designers who showcase their amazing appliqué talent.
The Appliqué Society Board of officers and directors has been working diligently restructuring all areas of the
TAS organization. We are accomplishing our tasks and we have been meeting every 2 weeks right now to try
to accomplish our goals. We want to thank all those who have supported us by your membership in TAS.
We worked on the structure of the newsletter recently and have set up sections we want to share with our
members. We would love to get your feedback.
The TAS Board has also set the date and place for the 2020 Annual meeting. So, check that out and set aside
the date. I am making plans to be there next year, too. (I have air miles saved up for that trip.)
I feel blessed and honored to have such a willing and open minded Board to work with. We are a “TEAM”
and I love that, too. We all work together to “grow TAS” and keep you as the member in mind in all we do.
Thank you again for your support and encouragement.
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Interview with Rita Verroca
By Anita M. Smith
Please tell us how you began your journey in quilting and speciﬁcally
Appliqué . I fell in love with quilts the ﬁrst time I saw a quilt on the cover of
an antique’s magazine. I don’t remember the name of the magazine but I
remember the quilt. It was a Sunbonnet Sue quilt and it had an incredible
texture to it, a texture I had never seen before. The quilt looked so warm and
inviting and I set out to ﬁnd that textured fabric, which was of course the
quilting in the quilt but I did not know that at the time. I went to all the fabric
stores in Los Angeles known to me at the time, showed them the picture but all
I got was people shaking their heads, telling me that they did not carry that
fabric.
“That fabric’, I called it the ‘bubbly fabric’ was nowhere to be found, until one afternoon in yet another fabric
store a lady explained to me that the fabric I was looking for could not be bought. See, I thought that one could
buy the ‘bubbly’ fabric and Sunbonnet Sue and everything else was stitched on it. She never mentioned the
word quilt, or maybe I did not hear it but explained to me that after stitching the design you put a ‘ﬁller’ and a
backing, mark the top with a design, the Sunbonnet Sue had a clamshell design, and stitch through all the
layers to hold it together. Well, I had something to go by and went home, eager to give it a try
I bought a ‘heavy’ needle, a darning needle I think….. I had to go through three layers…, sewing thread and
the ‘ﬁller’.
I marked the design and started stitching. I don’t remember what I bought as a ﬁller, all I remember is that it
was almost impossible to stitch through and my attempt didn’t look at all like what I was seeing on the cover
of the magazine.
One day, I took my sewing project to the park, watching my daughter play while I was stitching, when a lady
came up to me and asked whether I was a quilter. I had not heard that word before and asked her what she was
referring to. “What you are doing, are you quilting’, she asked and then went on to tell me about the quilt store
in town. I thanked her and hastily departed to make it to the store before closing time.
I will never forget the excitement I felt when I saw what was hanging in the window of the store.
It was, what I then found out, a Star of Bethlehem with my bubbly fabric through and through it.
I went into the store and asked the lady that was working there if she could show me how that was done and
with a big smile on her face Dolores showed me how to quilt, what needle to use and what thread to buy for
‘quilting’. I have been hand quilting ever since with my stitches getting smaller over time and although I enjoy
all aspects of making a quilt, hand quilting is still my favorite part and I always watch in awe how my quilt
comes alive.
Who was your favorite teacher?
I am self-taught and just as with my quilting, I tried to ﬁgure out how to appliqué. 40 Years ago there were no
books available on ‘How to appliqué’ or maybe I did not see them.
www.theappliquésociety.org
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Interview with Rita Verroca cont.
By Anita M. Smith
Favorite book
I really don’t have a favorite book but enjoy looking at books that feature antique quilts. They are a treasure
of inspiration and ideas and at the same time carry forward the tradition of quilting.
Favorite Designs
Many of my quilts have a combination of piece work and appliqué, but I enjoy the free ﬂowing form of
appliqué.
What are you involved with now?
A few years back Elly Sienkiewicz invited us teachers to come up with ‘new’ Baltimore Album block
designs. I have always designed my own patterns and quilts and simply loved the idea of adding new designs
to the queen of all quilts, the Baltimore Album quilts.
It intrigued me that the women of the 1800 and makers of these quilts celebrated life through depicting
beautiful ﬂoral arrangements in breathtaking colors but also incorporated historic events, inventions and
places in their blocks. It was their ‘voice’ and although we as women live in a diﬀerent world these days and
cannot comprehend what life for women was like in those days, it ﬁlls me with pride and satisfaction that they
DID.
To answer Elly’s call, I designed a ‘new’ ﬂoral block and the ‘Liberty Bell’ and working on this block gave
me the idea to create a quilt for my grandchildren. I don’t have any yet, so my quilt keeps growing for now.
What if had a quilt that would depict diﬀerent events of how this country came to be, a story book quilt of the
American Revolution. I could sit under this quilt with my grandchild and tell a story or two while ﬁnding a
little birdie amongst all the diﬀerent shapes and colors.
I recently read the true deﬁnition of ‘a quilter’: A quilter is a person that works on one quilt while buying
fabrics and planning ﬁve additional ones. :-)
So in that sense I am a ‘true’ quilter but amongst other projects I really look forward to ﬁnish my “All about
Freedom” quilt.
How do you choose your designs?
When I start on a quilt I don’t know what the end result will be…. I just keep adding until a picture is
forming. Very much like trying to cook a good meal where at some point you know you have added enough
spices, it is cooked and you are ready to enjoy.
How do you choose your fabric?
I buy fabrics I like……way too many, if you ask my husband.
What is the quilt you would love to make that is on your wish list of quilts to make?
I do not have a wish list of quilts to make, but a wish list of quilts to ﬁnish. ALL THE ONES THAT I HAVE
STARTED!! :-) !!!!
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Interview with Rita Verroca cont.
By Anita M. Smith
What is your favorite fabric?
I do not have a ‘favorite’ fabric but seem to be drawn to good color combinations in fabrics. I like fabrics that
seem to sing.
Your favorite thread
For appliqué I like Auriﬁl thread. DMC and Mettler 60 weight, for quilting either YLI or Mettler.
Favorite needle
Tulip needles
What is a tool you have that you would be lost without having it?
My silk pins

Rita Verroca will be teaching the following classes at the Academy of Appliqué in historic Williamsburg,
Virginia USA, March 2 – March 7, 2020. http://www.academyofapplique.com/

Freedom’s Flag
Historic patterns tie us to the quilt makers from long ago
and without their examples we would not have been able
to continue this uniquely American art form. In recreating
this patriotic block you will have the opportunity to stitch
and celebrate American history, acknowledge the strength
of the eagle and salute the American flag, surmounted by
the ‘cap of liberty’. Graceful flower garlands and stars
adorn this happy design and you might catch yourself
cheering in the process: ‘Huzzah for freedom’
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Interview with Rita Verroca cont.
By Anita M. Smith
Mount Vernon
Mount Vernon was the plantation of George Washington, the first
President of the United States, and his wife, Martha Washington.
Originally called ‘Little Hunting Creek Plantation’ it is ten times
the size of the average home in colonial Virginia and one of the
most iconic 18th century homes in America. George Washington
was a unifying force during and after the revolutionary war. It was
the courage of his conviction and his willingness to serve that
made people want to follow him and thereby successfully achieve
America’s freedom. Mount Vernon was his sanctuary and he
lovingly worked and improved on it all his life and with stitching
this block you are cordially invited to take a ride in the carriage
and visit this American landmark.
Bird of Paradise
The Victorians assigned symbolism to many things and birds held
a nuanced and precise meaning. Swallows were thought to lead
ships home, doves carried the meaning of hope and peace, an
eagle represented nobility, strength, courage, wisdom and power
and love birds signified faithfulness, eternal love and marriage, to
name a few. The bird of paradise was another popular image,
because its feathers were a sought after item for Victorian fashion,
expressing wealth and status.

Melodies of Love
A block depicted in several historic Baltimore Album Quilts was
the inspiration for this stunning version of its predecessor, a block
with romantic overtones, with a heart, music and arrows,
symbolizing romantic love amid fronds of graceful flowers. The
traditional, instrumental love songs of the era were performed by a
hammered guitar, violin, bass, flute and harp and we might ponder
upon our own love and love for music as we stitch this block into
our Baltimore Album Quilt.
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Academies and Conferences
Attendee Interview - Eileen Keane
Why do you love going to the Academy? How long have you been
going to them?
There’s something about being in a class with a teacher that I
don’t experience when I take an online workshop. Obviously,
multi-day classes are so much more in depth than a one day
workshop, so there’s no rush for the teacher to get to all the
material. This coming March will be my third year at the
Academy of Appliqué in Williamsburg, VA.
What is your favorite experience in the Academy?
After lunch each day, one or two teachers do mini trunk shows.
Being in a room with 200 other people that love appliqué as much
as I do - nothing compares to that!
What are your favorite classes you have taken and why?
Kerry Burke from Barrie, Ontario is my favorite teacher. Her explanations and demos are easy to
understand and the wall quilts she designs are beautiful. This will be my third year with Kerry, and I
learn something new every time.
How do you plan for the Academy you go to? (time, $$, etc)
Our timeshare has several properties in the Williamsburg, VA area, so I stay there. It helps to defray
costs quite a bit for me. I’m a semi-retired longarm quilter with a home based business; I’m very lucky
that I can work my schedule around that. Since most of the classes are for hand appliqué, we don’t
have to bring machines with us. I have to admit though, I don’t travel light-I bring all my threads,
scissors, etc. You never know what you might need, right?
What do you like besides the appliqué :-) when you go to the academy?
Honestly, we are totally immersed at the Academy and wouldn’t have it any other way. It’s really
wonderful walking around to the other teachers’ rooms and seeing their work and whatever products
they’ve brought to sell. This past year, I was lucky enough to have Nancy Sorenson sign my copy of
her book!
Why would a beginner love going to the Academies? Do you think you have to be really experienced in
appliqué to go? Or can anyone with any level of skill be able to learn?
I think a beginner would really enjoy the Academy of Appliqué there are classes for all experience
levels. This coming March there’s even a class for someone who’s never done appliqué before. The
director, Barbara Blanton, is teaching that class. No matter the level, there’s something for everyone.
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Academies and Conferences
Attendee Interview - Dana Doerfler
Why do you love going to the Academies? How long have you been
going to them?
I have been attending academies for around twelve years. When I
first decided to go to an academy I was primarily interested in the
classes, having an opportunity to spend several days focusing on a
single project with a great teacher. I have taken many appliqué
classes at major quilt shows and through my local guild, but the
typical 6-hour workshop never seems like enough. I quickly found
that while I have really enjoyed the classes, my main reason for
continuing to attend is the inspiration I get from being surrounded
with like-minded people, immersed in appliqué 24 hours a day.
What is your favorite experience in the Academies?
I really enjoy spending time with friends and seeing what everyone
has been working on. Academies tend to have fantastic show & tell!

How do you plan for the Academies you go to?
I work full time so I make sure that I block out vacation time on my calendar as soon as I know the
academy dates. My friends and I have developed a travel routine over the years (like renting a 12passenger van with the back seats removed to accommodate the five of us and all our stuff) for each
of the places we attend so making arrangements has become pretty simple for us.
Why would a beginner love going to the Academies? Do you think you have to be really experienced in
appliqué to go? Or can anyone with any level of skill be able to learn?
The academies are wonderful places for appliquérs of all skill levels! Academies provide many
opportunities to learn, not only from the teachers but from the other attendees as well. The
atmosphere is not threatening – everyone is eager to help – so no one should ever feel that their skills
aren’t advanced enough to attend.
Favorite Tip
One of my favorite tips from the late Sue Garman. She liked to organize her freezer paper templates
and prepped pieces by placing them on small plastic plates from the dollar store. She sorted the
pieces by the fabrics they would be used on so they were easy to find as she worked on her
block. She stacked the plates, placed an empty plate on top, and secured them with rubber bands. It’s
a great way to carry prepped pieces with you when on the go.
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Academies and Conferences
Attendee Interview - Katie McMullen
I have been attending academies since the 2006 Elly Sienkiewicz Appliqué
Academy that was held in Williamsburg, Virginia. From that point forward,
I was hooked!
There are so many things about these conferences that I love. I would start
with the opportunity to take classes from amazing teachers. The rock stars
of the appliqué world! I have learned so much.
Then, there is the camaraderie with other people who love appliqué as much
as I do. I travel with dear friends to these events, meet up with friends that
we have known for years, and meet new ones. The academies are very
friendly, inclusive events. I always leave a conference feeling very inspired
and motivated to get stitching!
I presently attend Baltimore on the Prairie in Nebraska City in September
and the Academy of Appliqué in Williamsburg in March. I would highly
recommend both!

Academies and Conferences
Attendee Interview - Anita M. Smith
First time attendee to Baltimore on the Prairie (BOTP) Appliqué
Conference
This year I went to Baltimore on the Prairie (BOTP) conference. I had
heard about these appliqué academies/conferences during the years and the
situation worked out that with some “air miles” I was able to go. This was
my first time with BOTP and I took the option of “Open Class” instead of
learning from a teacher. The draw for this was that I could work on one of
my appliqué designs. I have an original design of historic people from
Whidbey Island, Washington. This quilt is a story of four Captains in this
family who settled on Whidbey Island in approximately 1850. All the
captains lived on the island and were buried in Coupeville and there are still
descendants of the family there today.
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Academies and Conferences
Attendee Interview - Anita M. Smith cont.
The wonderful part about BOTP experience is how helpful and kind everyone was. There were teachers there
that were taking classes who looked at my ships and shared with me ideas for my design process. Then there
were also teachers that came and shared their insight for my creative dilemma to see how I could create the
steamer ship, the Calista, the 3rd captain’s ship. So it could be as “alive” as the two other ships I have done so
far.
What I also loved was that I could quietly walk into the rooms while classes were going on when I took a break
and saw the enthusiasm of the students and teachers. I looked at everyone’s work and saw how much they
were enjoying the friendships and the teacher’s help. I could see myself taking a class from some of those
teachers I met there.
Then there were the teachers I would say are the “masters” of appliqué. Those were the rooms I went several
times to look at the teacher samples on the walls. I thought to myself that these teachers are people I want to
reach towards in my skills. I saw students that I had read their names on the Facebook appliqué groups that I
follow. I was able to have lunch with many of them. I would find someone new to sit with each time I went to
eat a meal. The meals came with the fees. The rooms were comfortable and the class rooms were filled with
walls that appliqué and work in process could be pinned on. That was great for my project.
Tresa Jones is such a wonderful host of BOTP and is always open to hearing if we needed anything special.
The quilt sharing time at the end of the day was really enjoyable. I have now made many new friends, have a
good understanding of how much fun BOTP is and I was able to meet personally with those I have admired
over the years.
So if you have ever considered visiting an academy/conference, please do visit one and take a class. You won’t
regret it. I sure have been glad I visited Baltimore on the Prairie.
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Academies and Conferences
Owner Interview
Academy of Appliqué—Barbara Blanton



How long have you been appliquéing? What style?
I have been appliquéing for over 15 years. I LOVE needle turn because I can get started stitching
quickly – but have learned ALL methods of appliqué. Every method is worth learning and adding to
your “toolbox” of skills. You never know when a specific method will come in handy.



What inspired you to start the Academy of Appliqué ?
I am passionate about the art of appliqué, and felt that the venues to teach and share this skill were
limited. When Elly Sienkiewicz closed her event in Williamsburg, my husband, Rick, encouraged me to
combine my corporate and professional life as a Finance/Accounting Officer and my “hobby” as a
quilter/appliquér into a new business. Although a bit scary, I LOVE IT!



What is your focus at the Academy?
The focus of the Academy is to teach all forms of appliqué and all styles of appliqué (with a little extra
handwork) in a relaxed and supportive atmosphere.



How do you choose your teachers?
This is a very interesting question. Some come by recommendation, some by reading The Appliqué
Society teacher’s list, and some by “trolling” the internet. The first thing I do is research the teacher on
her/his website or blog spot. If I feel that their work and experience is a good “fit” for the Academy, I
either meet with them in person or on Skype. I strive to offer all styles and forms of appliqué taught by
the best of the best in skill as well as teaching. I think we have succeeded.



Do you have classes for beginners and why?
ABSOLUTELY! The art of appliqué needs to be shared, taught, and spread to future generations – or it
will die with my generation. The Academy offers beginning classes for those that have NO experience
with appliqué. In fact, the beginning student does not need to bring ANYTHING to class. Everything is
provided with a philosophy of “try it first” before you invest money.



Do you only have Baltimore style classes? Or?
Absolutely NOT! We offer all forms of appliqué Baltimore to Broderie Perse, from wool to whimsical,
from EPP to foundation, and from modern to Hawaiian. No style is off limits.
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Academies and Conferences
Owner Interview
Academy of Appliqué—Barbara Blanton cont.


Who are your teachers for 2020 and what are the dates of your academy?
The Academy of Appliqué 2020 is March 2 – 7, 2020. Here is a list of our teachers:
 Irene Blank (Australia)
 Barbara Blanton (Virginia)
 Kerry Burke (Canada)
 Missie Carpenter (Iowa)
 Judy Severson (Massachusetts)
 Karen Styles (Australia)
 Jan Vaine (Florida)
 Rita Verroca (Virginia)
 Teri Young/Kara Mason (Maryland and Germany)
 Diane Kirkhart (Virginia)
 Barbara Carper (Virginia)
As well as a Sit and Sew Studio



Tell us why someone would enjoy coming to your Academy.
The Academy is divided into 2 Sessions consisting of 3 days each with one teacher. The Academy offers a
relaxed, inspiring, encouraging, and friendly atmosphere with lots of laughter, held at a five star world
class resort on the James River. We have a motto - “At the Academy there are no strangers, only friends
you have yet to meet.” At each lunch we repeat the motto and ask that you look around and introduce
yourself to someone new. Many BFF’s have been introduced here. We try our best to pamper the
attendees. Won’t you consider joining us?
Academy of Appliqué in historic Williamsburg, Virginia USA

March 2 – March 7, 2020.

http://www.academyofapplique.com/

Academy of Appliqué 2020 Class
WELCOME SPRING by Barbara Blanton
CLASS DESCRIPTION: This is a beginner/ refresher class,
perfect for the naysayers; those that describe it as the dreaded
'A' word; and those that say they do not do hand work. By the
end of class you will LOVE applique, Guaranteed! And be
confident with templates, overlays, circles, curves, points and
needle turn applique. This will set you up for success in ANY
other class offered at the Academy. Block measures 12" x 12"
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Academies and Conferences
Owner Interview
Baltimore on the Prairie (BOTB) - Tresa Jones



How long have you been Appliquéing? What style?
I have been appliquéing since the 1990’s. I have taken lots of classes from many teachers for appliqué and
I prefer needle turn appliqué . I take bits and pieces from all the classes I have taken and developed my
own style. I am very traditional. We have a house built in the 1880’s and I love the old quilts. I tend to like
reproduction fabrics, especially civil war fabrics and earlier. I will use the bright colors on occasion in my
quilts but I do prefer the reproduction fabrics. I generally go for reproduction appliqué patterns that
someone else has design. I am working on a long term appliqué project, Elizabeth Sliver Quilt. I tend to
have many projects going and the goal is to try to finish as many as possible!



What inspired you to start BOTP conference?
A long time ago before Facebook became famous there were special interest groups on Yahoo. The group
“Baltimore Album Quilts” after one of Elly Sienkiewicz Academies an individual from California said it
would be nice if there was a similar group in the Midwest or west and a better time of year so the weather
would not be an issue. I was working with Kathy Delany and Nancy Kerns at a retreat that had run its
course. I contacted them and asked them “what do you think? Do you think we can do it?” and we went
with it and that is how it all started. We started planning in 2007 and advertising in 2008 and had the first
conference in 2009.



What was the largest group of people you have had at the academy?
The largest group was 85. This year in 2019 was 76.
We started with 5 teachers in the beginning and we decided that was not a feasible number so we went
with 4 teachers for quite a while. In the beginning we had two sessions; a one day class and then a 3 day
class. The feedback came back that one day was too rushed and the three day was too long so this year we
have gone to 2 – 2 day classes. We have had good feedback on this change.
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Academies and Conferences
Owner Interview
Baltimore on the Prairie (BOTB) - Tresa Jones, cont.


How do you choose your teachers?
I get references from several places: trusted friends, recommendations from the BOTP surveys, Facebook,
appliqué groups, etc. People talk about different teachers and I try to do some background the best I can
to make sure they are a fit for us. Our people are looking for a certain type of teacher and I try to find
teachers that fit with the general feeling of what we are. I want a variety of techniques. I don’t want 4
needle turn people or 4 prepared edge people. I like to have a variety of techniques to attract a variety of
people which opens up the base of attendees.



Do you only have Baltimore style classes?
At the beginning we had Baltimore style classes but now we have added a complexity of appliqué blocks
and we try to have a Baltimore style every other year. It is getting more difficult to find teachers that are
teaching Baltimore. The teachers I know are retiring and I have a few new teachers I am looking into.
Baltimore quilts are complex and we keep that complexity. In the beginning we wanted to offer classes
that would attract all skill levels for the beginner to advanced. We have evolved to an advanced appliqué
group. A lot of what we offer can be done by a confident beginner; they tend to be more for the advanced
skill level. We had wool classes this year and Broderie Perse and very detailed focused appliqué classes.
We also had a history and valuing of antique quilts class this year.



Who are your teachers for 2020?
Irene Blanck, Barbara Carper, Darla Hanks, Teri Young, and Kara Mason



Tell about what you do for your students.
We like to give special gifts each day to our attendees. Also they love getting the gifts from the sponsors.
We really appreciate the 2 gift donations The Appliqué Society gave to our attendees.
We always have a nice group of people come to BOTP conference and would love to invite others to
come.
Baltimore on the Prairie in Nebraska City, Nebraska, USA, September 9 — September 12, 2020
https://www.baltimoreontheprairie.com

Baltimore on the Prairie 2020 Class
BALTIMORE FRAKTUR workshop with Teri Young and
Kara Mason,© 2019 Through the Needle’s Eye
CLASS DESCRIPTION: inspired by a Baltimore Album
Quilt in the DAR Museum collection, this lovely block is
rendered in wool with ribbon embellishment. In this class, we
will explore basic wool appliqué skills, teaching you several
placement methods. Embroidery with a variety of fibers—
threads and ribbon—and several ribbon flowers will enhance
our wool design.

www.theappliquésociety.org
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Academies and Conferences
Owner Interview
Appliqué Away on Galveston Bay (AAOGB)



Who all are the “owner/leaders” of your Academy/Conference?
Sally Coble – registration coordinator
Karen Condon – publicity and marketing coordinator
Amy DePan – faculty coordinator
Bonnie Gustafson – facilities coordinator



If each of you could answer - How long have you been appliquéing? What style?
Sally Coble – Appliquéing some 30 years. Prefers needle turn and traditional quilts and more recently
into wool appliqué with embroidery/embellishment.
Karen Condon –Started appliquéing in the late 70’s, yet didn’t develop my passion for appliqué until I
retired 10 years ago. Taking classes at AAOGB helped to expand my skills in needle turn, Appliquick,
reverse appliqué , back basting, crazy quilting and prepared edge. Wool appliqué with embroidered
embellishments is my favorite.
Amy DePan – Appliquéing since mid-1970’s. Tried many types of appliqué over the years, but favorite
techniques are needle turn and back basting.
Bonnie Gustafson -Did my first appliqué when I was 16 and I made my first quilt. Put quilting aside for
some 40 years and then was inspired to start again. Used all the appliqué techniques and then discovered
Appliquick/turned-edge which is now my favorite. Even teach it! Also love to work with wool.



What inspired you all to start the AAOGB?
The four “original” coordinators of AAOGB participated in Baltimore on the Prairie for 3 years. One
night as we were sitting around talking we decided we could do such a conference in Texas and since
Texas had so many appliqué teachers we could just tap them. After 2 years of intense planning, we
launched our first AAOGB in 2013. Since that time, we’ve branched out to tap teachers and enroll
participants from across the United States.
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Academies and Conferences
Owner Interview
Appliqué Away on Galveston Bay (AAOGB) cont.


What is your focus at AAOGB?
While traditional hand appliqué has always and will continue to be our main focus at every AAOGB, we
try to introduce new trends and techniques every year so our students can experience new products. We
focus on all types of hand appliqué and embellishment including needle turn, prepared edge, Broderie
Perse, wool appliqué embroidery, beading, inks, and crayons. Our projects range from traditional
Baltimore to more contemporary modern.



How do you choose your teachers?
We pick our teachers based on survey input from past participants in techniques they would like to learn
and teachers they would like to have. We try to offer a variety of techniques and projects for the students.
Finally we select teachers we think will be appealing to students, their reputation for being effective
teachers and designers.



Do you have classes for beginners and why?
Yes, we have classes for all levels. Our classes are small enough we can give needed attention to slower/
beginning students, and the more intermediate/advanced students can charge ahead. Our mission has
always been to keep traditional appliqué alive, so we always offer classes for any beginner who can
thread a needle and use scissors. More advanced students work on details to make their appliqué stitches
disappear and make their points pointy and their curves smooth. It is the hope that the enthusiasm of the
beginning appliqué student will keep the art alive in generations to come.



What is the style of your classes and why?
Our classes are limited to 20 participants. Each student has a 6’ table to use. Classes are informal and so
there is lots of interaction between students and teacher. All classrooms are in separate business
conference rooms with windows on the main floor of the hotel and in close proximity to our private
reception area where one of our organizers is always available to help out.



Who are your teachers for 2020?
Jaimie Davis
Kathy Dunigan
Carrie Golias
Kathy McNeil



Tell us why someone would enjoy coming to your Academy/Conference.
Based on the feedback given at the end of every conference, the overwhelming majority of our students
say the teachers and projects we select each year is their primary motivation for attending AAOGB. The
location in sunny Galveston, Texas USA during the coldest month of the year, the incredible luxury of
the Tremont House accommodations, and the location near numerous restaurants featuring fresh gulf
seafood and trendy places to shop are also unique to any other conference in the country. The schedule is
classroom focused, but there is plenty of free time built in to make the experience seem more like a
vacation rather than going to school.

Appliqué Away on Galveston Bay in Galveston, Texas USA

February 16 - February 20, 2020.

https://www.appliqueawayongalvestonbay.com
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Academies and Conferences
Owner Interview
Appliqué Away on Galveston Bay (AAOGB) cont.

Appliqué Away on Galveston Bay 2020 Class
NEW BEGINNINGS by TAS Member Kathy McNeil
CLASS DESCRIPTION: learn the steps of layered appliqué to
make pre constructed units that can be hand appliquéd to the
background. Kathy will teach you how multiple prints add
dimension, and form for a more realistic look. The language of
flowers is a means of communication through the use of flowers.
Meanings have been attributed to flowers for thousands of
years. Victorians often exchanged small "talking bouquets",
called Tussie-Mussies. Learn to make 3-D cherry blossoms and
add embroidery stitches to enhance the beauty of this piece
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Then
Now
Then and
and Now
Aie Rossman
Aie Rossmann was featured in the Nov/Dec 2004 of the TAS newsletter, shortly
after the publication of her book, “Affairs of the Heart”. We recently checked in
with Aie (pronounced like the letter “A”) to see what she is working on these
days.
It’s hard to believe that it has been 15 years since your book was published!
Are you still designing appliqué patterns? I am still designing but not
commercial patterns. I design for my own projects and do some commission
work.
Do you still prefer to work with dark background fabrics? Dark backgrounds are still my favorite, but I
have tried doing some work on lighter backgrounds. I have even played with doing a few of my block
designs in wool but decided that wool isn’t really my thing.
I see on your website that you offer professional longarm services now. Yes, I mostly do quilting now. I
quilt professionally, both with my longarm and with a domestic machine. I also do hand quilting for others. I
do not like to do pantographs; I only do custom quilting (although every once in a while a customer will
request a specific pantograph design so I will do it). I sketch my own quilting designs and do hand-guided
quilting with rulers.
When you were interviewed in 2004 you indicated that your designs were inspired by traditional
Burmese tapestry. Is that still the case? My inspiration comes from many places now, but I still favor the
traditional Burmese designs.
Do you still travel to teach? I rarely travel to teach these days. I still teach appliqué and quilting classes on
request, though.
Are you still selling commercial patterns? Yes, most of my patterns are still available through my website.
It was great catching up with Aie and revisiting her designs. You can see samples of Aie’s beautiful quilting
and check out her patterns on her website: https://www.aierossmann.com/#/.
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Calendar of Events
We want to share with you the opportunities to learn. If you have other places that there are academies or retreats that are appliqué related, please send in the information and we will post it in our TAS Newsletter or
TAS Blog, which is on the Members Only section of the TAS website.
Appliqué Away On Galveston Bay—February 16-20, 2020—Galveston, TX


For more information, visit their website http://www.appliqueawayongalvestonbay.com

Academy of Appliqué—March 2-7, 2020—Williamsburg, VA


For more information, visit their website http://www.academyofapplique.com



Or contact Barbara Blanton (757) 565-5299

Appliqué at Seabeck Bay—March 23-27, 2020– Seabeck, WA


For more information, contact Loretta Bilow, lorden@olynpen.com

Everett Quilt Show, - May 1-2, 2020—Everett, WA


”Come be a Material Witness”, open call for entries Mid-February



For more information, visit their website, http://www.everettquiltshow.com

TAS Annual Meeting—May 29-30, 2020, O’Fallon, IL


The Threads of Time chapter will be hosting the TAS annual meeting. This two day appliqué
event will feature a program and workshops by Dawn Heese of Linen Closet Designs as well as
other opportunities to learn and have fun with other TAS members. So please save the date and
make plans to join us! More information will be shared in future newsletters

Quilters Hall of Fame Celebration—July 16-18, 2020—Marion, IN


Induction of Marti Michell



For more information, visit their website https://quiltershalloffame.net/celebration-2020/

Baltimore on the Prairie—September 9-12, 2020—Nebraska City, NE


For more information, visit their website https://www.baltimoreontheprairie.com
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What’s on the Web
Most of this year’s free BOM projects are winding down, but here are a few links to check out:


Farmhouse Threads and Olde Green Cupboard Designs are hosting a 12 Weeks of Christmas event,
posting a free wool applique ornament design each week through Dec 3.



Although not free, Sentimental Stitches is offering the Ella Marie Deacon quilt, a beautiful mixedtechnique BOM based on an antique sampler at the Art Institute of Chicago. Monthly block sets cost
$2.50, and retired sets are available for $5.00



Barbara Brackman has posted a teaser for the applique BOM she will be publishing in 2020 (https://
civilwarquilts.blogspot.com/2019/09/applique-bom-next-year.html)

Below are a few links recently shared in the members’ only Facebook group:


A video on creating the woven basket featured in the quilt on the cover of the Sep - Oct 2019 issue of
Quiltmania magazine: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o5D87JYpMe8&feature=youtu.be



Yoko Saito’s technique for making skinny vines: https://youtu.be/faJ2K4Ynsiw



An great technique for making circles: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=O_K1GvYnQcs&feature=youtu.be

Chapter Happenings
We are working on a lot of exciting things for our members and our chapters. Soon to come will be an easy,
streamlined way to form a new chapter. So, gather your applique friends and be ready to start one!
We are also working on an updated list of existing chapters. If you are interested in joining one that list will
be available soon.
We want to know about what your chapter is doing!
Please submit your articles about your chapter’s happenings to katiesmcmullen@gmail.com
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Chapter Happenings — Stateline Appliquérs
Stateline Appliquérs, Belvedere, IL—”Pizza Box Challenge” - submitted by Judy Mullen, Chapter Leader
As appliquérs, we know that with time and practice our skills and stitches improve. With experience our
confidence improves as a result. I personally always admired appliquéd quilts but feared attempting to make
them. I was afraid of the “A” word. Then my guild offered a Round Robin challenge that was popular at the
time. Each round was to be a different piecing technique and one of them was a an appliqué border. I really
wanted to take part in the challenge as I was confident in my piecing skills. So I decided this was the time I
would learn to do appliqué. The first border was slow going and by the time I made it around to the fourth
border, I was hooked.
Fast forward to 2014, when I gathered a group of fellow
appliquérs and friends to start our local TAS chapter,
Stateline Appliquérs. Over the past 5 years, we have seen
many members overcome their fears, learn new techniques
and improve their skills and confidence. So, I thought this
would be a good time to share my experience with the quilt
challenges I had participated in and how much fun we had.
The group enthusiastically agreed to try a simple challenge.
Our first challenge was choosing a pattern from a book of
circle blocks with flowers in the center. Each member was
allowed to choose the pattern she wished to make, a copy
was made, a fat quarter of background fabric as well as a fat
quarter of a print containing the colors to be used was
given. This was included to use as a color reference so the
blocks would coordinate with each other or it could be used
in the flower appliqué. They were given 3 months to
complete their block. When they were all collected, there
were 18 blocks . We had a drawing of the names of the
participants and our winner was, Barb Clucas, a TAS
member. She has made it into a beautiful quilt.
Since we had so much fun and such a positive response, we decided to try another challenge. Challenge
2018 was a color challenge. Our host quilt shop, Sunshine Stitches, has a beautiful selection of solid fabrics
of every color. I took a color wheel and matched a fat quarter to a color on the wheel. I sliced a very slim
sliver off of the edge of the fabric and placed them in a brown bag. The bag was passed around to those
interested with each of them pulling out a colored sliver of fabric. This is the color they would have to use for
their block. Each was then given their matching fat quarter and a fat quarter of a white background fabric.
Instructions were then given how to complete the block, a white rectangle with a 4” border of their solid
color. The challenge was to find tone on tone fabrics ranging from lights to dark from our stashes, the scrap
basket at the shop, or trading with each other. The block had to contain one 1” circle, one 1” square and one
3”x 4” rectangle. The minimum number of appliquéd pieces was to be 8 but no more than 12.
Eighteen
rectangular blocks were completed. They were divided into 2 groups of 9 blocks. A drawing was again held
with Eleanor Potts and Sandy Pyper each winning a set of 9 blocks. A very colorful afternoon !!
www.theappliquésociety.org
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Chapter Happenings - Stateline Appliquérs cont.
Now for the current “Pizza Box” Challenge, 2019. The idea began as a theme challenge with each
participant making a block each month of a chosen theme. The year would end with the collection of blocks
made by others of your desired theme. And there were no drawn winners as each of us would receive
enough blocks to complete a quilt or wall hanging of our liking.
The Pizza Box Rules

1. You will receive a new empty 12” pizza box that will be used to keep your blocks in to pass each month.
Each month this box will be passed on to the next participant on the list. Please do not let the owner of
the box see its contents until the reveal meeting to allow everyone to be surprised.
2. Choose your theme. Examples – cats, birds, flowers, lighthouses, Christmas, etc.
3. Decide your block size and background fabric. If you want all of your blocks to have the same
background fabric, you must include this in your box.
4. Decide if you want to provide fabric for appliqué pieces if you want continuity of a color or print.
Include any templates you wish to be used.
5. Decide if you want a specific pattern to be used. This too must be included in your box. You may also
want to include calendars, drawings, books or other patterns to be used for reference.
6. Something in your block must be consistent.
background fabric or the same sized block.

For example - the same pattern is used, the same

7. The length of the challenge is determined by the number of participants .

8. Please be aware of the skills of each of the participants and encourage them to do their best work.
9. Each block is to be signed by its maker.
10. Include a small notebook in your box with the owners name and phone number, instructions about her
chosen theme, block size, and choice of desired colors. With each rotation write a short note to the
owner about your completed block, i.e. was it fun, challenging, brought back memories, etc.
11. Have fun.
Our challenge began rotating in April after deciding on our desired themes. With 9 participants we are
nearing the end and are very anxious to open our own boxes soon. Our chapters choices – Pansies, Marie
Webster blocks, Funky Flowers, Funky Houses, Birdhouses x 2, Backyard Birds, Outhouses, and Nine Patch
with paw prints. Our new pizza boxes were purchased from the pizza parlor that is a neighbor to our local
quilt shop, Sunshine Stitches in Belvidere, IL that kindly allows us to meet there each month.
We are anxiously awaiting our final rotation. Our reveal is planned for our December meeting where we
will share a holiday lunch and fellowship. It plans to be a fun afternoon. We promise to share pictures of
our blocks and our party in a future newsletter.
We have already decided to think up another challenge for next year to start in the spring. This time we will
get bigger pizza boxes !!!
We have already decided to think up another challenge for next year to start in the spring. This time we will
get bigger pizza boxes
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Let’s Go Shopping

Small Applique pins comparisons – submitted by Anita M Smith
I recently did a comparison of small applique pins. I found the finest small pins available on the market. I
did a comparison study with my husband’s dial caliper (A dial caliper is a precision measuring device that is
normally used for measuring the thickness of materials).
I used the dial caliper on Clover applique pins, Jeana Kimball’s applique pins, Green – Little House pins and
Pink – Little House pins. I have used Clover and Jeana’s pins regularly in my applique so testing these new
fine pins were of interest to me. I will still keep using all of them in my applique work depending on the type
and style of applique I do.
All these pins I tested were 20mm long. Clover’s pins were 0.58mm thick. Jeana’s pins were 0.508mm thick.
Little House’s - Green pins were 0.38mm thick. Little House’s – Pink pins were 0.38 or 0.355 thick.
For those of you who love to do applique work with fine pins, you may really enjoy these pins. I loved them
so much that I made a special pin cushion for them and they look like little jewels in it. This pin cushion and
the Pink- Little House applique pins were in the 2 Gift bags TAS gave to BOTP. Both recipients loved the
gifts and wrote special thank you notes to us in appreciation of the gifts.
Sue Spargo has the Little House pins available on her website., https://www.suespargo.com/store-detail.php?
ID=5335
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Contacting The Appliqué Society
Contacting The Appliqué Society

General Information Anita M. Smith

Please contact the President at
president@theappliquesociety.org

Membership

Coleen O’Kane

Please contact Membership at
membership@theappliquesociety.org

Web Master

Coleen O’Kane

Please contact the Webmaster at
webmaster@theappliquesociety.org

Newsletter Editor

Jeannie Hunt

Please contact the Editor at
newsletter@theappliquesociety.org

Board Officers

Directors

President

Anita M. Smith

Eileen Keane

Vice President

Dana Doerfler

Coleen O’Kane

Secretary

Barbara Schober

Dee Pitthan

Treasurer

Katherine McMullen

TAS Facebook Groups:


https://www.facebook.com/groups/608303619190226/ - which is open to TAS members only



https://www.facebook.com/groups/205292649964358/ - Applique Open Form, which is open to the public

TAS Mailing Address:
The Appliqué Society ®
P.O. Box 1593
Freeland, WA 98249-1593
Www.theappliquesociety.org
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